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THE MAJOR GROUPS OF SPIDERS (not to scale)

Lace-web weavet€
( Dictynidae, Amaurobiidae)
Produce a woolly mass of non-sticky bluish silk
in which prey become entangled. Vegetation,
walls, windows.

Tangle-web weavers
(Theridiidae)
Make webs with a random meshwork of non-
sticky silk. Vegetation, buildings.

Funnel-web weavers
(Agelenidae)
Non-sticky sheet webs with a retreat in one
corner. Buildings, fences, walls.

Sheet-web weavers
(Linyphiidae)
Non-sticky, domed sheet webs with scaffolding
above and below. Vegetation.

Classical spide/s web with sticky spirals.

Orb-weavers
(Araneidae, Tetrag nathidae)

Hunting spiders
(Lycosidae, Pisauridae)
Do not use silk for prey capture, instead run down
their victim s. Ground, vegetation.

Crab spiders
(Thomisidae, Philodromidae)
Do not use silk for prey capture, instead sit, wait
and grab on flowers, leaves elc. Vegetation.'

Jumping spiders
(Salticidae)
Do not use sllk for prey capture, instead stalk and
leap on their victims. Vegetation, buildings,
ground.





Further Reading

'Coffee table'

Spiders: The Ultimate Predators by Stephen Dalton. A&C Black,2008. ISBN 97g-1-
4081-0697-6, f,19.99 (f 13 on Amaeon)
Stands head and shoulders above similar style books owing to the fantastic photography.

Popular science

The world of spiderc by w. s. Bristowe. collins New Naturalist, 1971.
If you read one book on spiders make it this one. Although quite old now (first printed
1958, and revised in 1971) meaning some of the names are out-of-date, this is siill one
of the best books on spider natural history. Beautifully written - often considered the
obest read' of &e New Naturalists Series. A first edition will cost a couple of hundred
pounds, but subsequent editions, especially ex-library, go for less than f40. Also
available as a'print-on-demand'reprint from www.newnaturalists.cem for f60.

Arachnids by Jan Beccaloni. Natural History Museum,2009. ISBN 978-0-565-09220-7
s30.
A recent, beautifully produced gurde to all arachnids (not just spiders). It covers all the
arachnid orders of &e world (including spiders, scorpions, harvestman etc. etc.), and
considers their structure, behaviour and natural history - the accompanyrng photographs
are stunning. This book has had rave reviews.

ldentification

NB: The majority of the British spider fauna requires microscopic examination to reach
a reliable species identification. While this still leaves quite a few that don't, it takes a
bit of experience to learn which these are. While there are some exceptions, any
identification made without microscopic examination should be considered tentative.
However, with experience all can be identified in the field to family level, and the vast
majority to genus level, and a great deal of pleasure can be had from observing sprder
behaviour in the wild without identifring them at all!

A Guide to House and Garden Spidercby Lawrence Bee. Field Studies Council. f3.00
This fold-out guide shows 40 nicely illustrated species with descriptive and ecological
notes for each. It shows a good range of commonly encountered species.

The Country Lile Guide to Spiders of Britain and Northern Europe by Dick Jones.
Hamlyn.
This photogrqphic guide shows 350 species of spiders and harvesturen, with notes for
each, but is unfornrnately long out of print

Spiderc of Bfiain & Northern Europe by Michael Roberts. Collins, 1995 (reprinted
2001). ISBN 978-0002199810. f20 or less on Amazon).
While this book contains marly very good illustrations of spiders, its real value is in the
illustrations of male palps and fernale epigynes, and is the frst purchase for people
interested in getting into spider identification to species level using a microscope. It also



includes lots of valuable information on collecting and preserving spiders, and general
spider ecology. It is slightly more up-to-date than the next book, though doesnot include
the Linyphiidae and contains species from outside Britaio.

Spiders of Great Britain and lreland by Michael Roberts. Harley Books (now Apollo
Books), 1 993 (repinted 2009). ISBN 978-09465 89-44-9. f 1 1 5
The definitive text on British spiders. Illustrates male palps and female epigpe of all
British species known at time of original publication. Second volume contains
illustrations of whole animal for many species.

Websibs

http://wiki.britishspiders.ors.uk
Home page of the British Arachnological Society. Links to latest spider news stories,
checklist of British species, FAQ, etc.

http ://www. araghnoloey. be/
The 'Arachnology Home Page'. Contains links to thousands of arachnological websites
aranged by taxonomy and subiect.


